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There is no point to show indifference to install antivirus on a newly purchased computer. There are
different players like AVG, Kaspersky, Symantec and others in the market with a range of security
products starting from basic antivirus and antispyware protection features to the advanced ones that
can take care of dreaded phishers and scammers with integrated proactive detection technology to
deliver protection against todayâ€™s complex and ever-evolving threats. As online banking, shopping
and social networking are becoming the trend, it becomes essential to stumble upon a pillar that can
withstand all vulnerabilities in a robust way, so that you can surf, browse, share and communicate in
a safe manner.

Antivirus software that are available in the market today, are not the standalone products but rather
comprehensive. Some vendors are do using the term Internet security software or all-in-one
protection suite to hit their target customers. There are some key-points to be noted before you take
a final decision to install antivirus software on your computer. Also, keep a note that everything
available on the Internet canâ€™t be genuine and effective. So, where to go, is an important question,
and you have to be out of this dilemma. Antivirus reviews or results portrayed by software testing
agencies like AV-Comparatives, VB100 and reputed magazines like PC Magazine and PC World
can be followed to assess the protection, repair and usability factors of different products. The
comparison will help you to make the best deal.&nbsp;Virus removal and spyware removal tools are
also there on the Internet that can abolish unwanted guests from your machine. However, itâ€™s not
required to pull your wallet out; you can rely on the free antivirus products and on the Windows
specific Internet security suits such as Microsoft Security Essentials to stay protected.

Apart from the installation process, other vital areas of concern are antivirus update and upgrade,
because technology should go ahead of the vulnerabilities if it has to sustain in the challenging
domain. Regular update and upgrade keep the installed antivirus effective. Register for automatic
renewal to stay hassle-free of product upgrade. You have to just provide some payment details and
accept the terms and conditions of the concerned vendor. Trivial issues may come while you are
going to install, activate, update and upgrade your software. Any pre-installed security product or
productâ€™s incompatibility or incorrect update can be the root of security problems. You can check the
Windows Event Viewer and the task manager to check any preconfigured or outdated software, and
can uninstall those, either using Windows removal concept through Control Panel or via any third-
party uninstaller tool.

A few renowned antivirus support vendors are catering remote technical support to fix issues related
to the antivirus products irrespective of their brands. If required they can uninstall antivirus and
restore it back with all updates and patches to resolve errors. Substantial steps like Windows
Update, browser update, e-mail configuration, Facebook safety settings are also area of
amendment to block intrusions. Attack of computer viruses and spyware can bring significant
changes in the behavior of your machine. Error pop-ups, change in browser home page,
modification of the browser and e-mailâ€™s security settings, appearance of unknown desktop icons are
some of the known facts, leaving behind others that are hard to detect. So be wise, with your
antivirus selection.
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Neha - About Author:
The author is a technician at Techvedic technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a Install
Antivirus to clients. Vaio Help, a Uninstall Antivirus, computer technical support, a Sony
Support&nbsp; are few services offered at this one platform along with many others.
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